INTERNATIONAL TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIP
1st Condor cup,
16th of June 2018
SOFIA, BULGARIA
BULGARIAN TAEKWONDO FEDERATION
Sofia, 75 “Vassil Levski” blvd., tel.: +359 2 421 98 65,
e-mail: office@taekwondo-bulgaria.org www.taekwondo-bulgaria.org

Technical Breaking
1.ORGANIZER

Taekwondo club “Condor 2000"
Dimitar Dechev - +359 878 831 971
condor_cup@abv.bg
Bulgarian Taekwondo Federation - WT

2.APPLICATIONS

The deadline for applications is by 6 pm on 8th of June 2018. NO applications will
be accepted after the deadline.
Changes for already registered participants should be made no later then 23:59
on June 10th 2018,
Applications must be registered at Email: condor_cup@abv.bg

3.DATE AND PLACE

Date: 16 June 2018 (Sunday);
Place: sport hall “Asics Arena” (ex. Festivalna Hall), 35 Manastirska str., Sofia
Map: https://goo.gl/maps/FLWLin5HnVE2
Start of matches: 09:00 AM

4.HEAD OF TEAM
MEETING

At 08:30 on 16th of June 2018 the place of competition.

5.AGE GROUPS

6.COMPETITION
RULES AND SYSTEM

CHILDREN I GROUP : athletes, born in 2010 and 2009
(regardless of the specific day and month);
CHILDREN II GROUP : athletes, born in 2008 and 2007
(regardless of the specific day and month);
CADETS : athletes, born in 2006, 2005 and 2004
(regardless of the specific day and month);
JUNIORS : athletes, born in 2003, 2002 and 2001
(regardlessof the specific day and month);
SENIORS : athletes, born in 2001 and before (regardless of the specific day and month);
Athletes born in 2001 could compete either in Juniors or in Seniors.Each athlete can
participate in only one age group.

The official KUKKIWON Competition Rules will be used. The tournament will be based on a
Single Elimination.
1-High Jump Kick Breaking (Ttwieo-ap-chagi / High Jump Front Kick*Dubaldangseong-chagi/
Flying Kick )

7.EVENT

2- long Jump kick Breaking (neomeo yeop-chagi - Side Kick by jumping over an obstacle )
3-Side kick Breaking (Gulleo- Yeop chagi-side kick with a cross)
4- Back kick Breaking (Dwi-chagi - Back -Thrust- Kick)
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8.EQUIPMENT
(uniform)

9. PAYMENT

Uniform is restricted to the official uniform(Dobok) approved by the Kukkiwon.

For each contestant the entry fee is 25 € for one discipline, 30 € for two discipline, 40 € for tree
or more discipline . Entry fees must be paid in cash during the Registration.
Change of category will be possible during the Registration and against an additional
fee of 20 € for each change.
Registration fees are required for all participants which are filed at Email: condor_cup@abv.bg
after the date which changes can no longer be made (10th of june 2018 - 23:59 pm)
Entry fees must be paid in cash during the Registration.
Taekwondo Club "Condor 2000"
Municipal Bank AD
IBAN: BG20SOMB91301046041401
BIC: SOMBBGSF
Reason: Condor CUP 2018 + club name+Technical Breaking
- The payment of a participation fee does not relieve the club and the contestants from handing.
- All expenses for the participation of the athletes are at the expense of their clubs.
from 16:00 to 20:00pm(15th of june 2018), the same may change his/her category in exchange
of 20 € fee ,the fee has to be paid in cash.
Changes in the day of the competition regarding participation will not be submitted .

10. LIABILITY

All competitors participate at their own risk. The online registration implies that the competitors
agree to assume all responsibility for themselves and to release all other parties from any and
all liability which may directly or indirectly result.
Competitors ranked 1st, 2nd and 3rd,4rd in the respective categories will be Awarded with a
medal.

11. AWARDS

Team Ranking is determined by the sum of the points earned by each team.
Points are awarded for:
1. Gold medal - 7 points
2. Silver medal - 3 points
3. Bronze medal - 1 point
Teams that have earned the most points will be awarded cups in the All Division
Children I, II,Cadets,Junior,Men and Women .
The team that earned the most points will be named team champion of the competition
will be awarded with the Cup of the Tournament -1st CONDOR CUP / BULGARIA OPEN
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13. COACHES

Coaches must be at least 18 years old to be registered with the BTF (valid coach card) and be
dressed in sports wear, Tracksuit,otherwise they will not be allowed within the competition
area.
Each club is required to provide at least two accredited coaches to go out with athletes during a
meeting.
Once a meeting is started, change of coaches is not allowed.
1. When objecting to a referee’s judgment, an official delegate of the team shall submit
a protest sheet,along with the arbitration fee, to the Arbitration committee within
10 minutes after the contest/ competition. Decision on the result may be announced after 30
minutes.
2. The arbitration fee is 100 €

14.Procedure of
Arbitration

3. Decision will be made by the majority of the Arbitration Committee.
When it’s a tie, the committeechairperson may make the decision.
4. To ascertain the facts, the members of the Arbitration committee may summon the
refereeing officials to discuss the concerned contestant(s).
5. If the deliberation result of Arbitration Committee reveals misjudgment or illegal behavior, it
will be submitted to the Reward and Punishment committee.
6. The resolution made by the Arbitration Committee is final, and no further means of appeal
shall be applied.

19. DOPING
CONTROL

Randomly selected competitors may be invited to undergo a test for use of illicit substances. The
list of illicit substances is that of World Anti-Doping Agency. Competitors and coaches who do
not comply with the above "Rules during the race "will be sanctioned in the course of the event
itself, as the sanction may reach disqualification, depending on the type and public danger of
the act. Clubs may be penalized for improper conduct and non - compliance Of the public order
by their supporters.
15.06.2018 (Friday)
16:00-20: 00 - Registration for all competitors
Place: Hall "Asics Arena" 1111 bc Geo Milev, Sofia
16.06.2018(Saturday)
08: 00-08: 30 - Registration of athletes from clubs traveling to the city host
to participate on the 16.06.2018

22. PROGRAM

08: 00-08: 30 - Briefing with judges and officials;
08:30 - Technical Conference with Team Leaders;
08:50 - The checkpoint starts working and misses the contestants for the first meetings;
09:00 - Start of the competition;
1-High jump breaking, 2-long jump breaking, 3- Side kick breaking, 4- Back kick breaking
13:00 - Opening of the competition;
17: 00 - Finishing the competition;
The organisators of the event ,have the right to change this program
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BULGARIAN TAEKWONDO FEDERATION - WT

INTERNATIONAL TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIP
1st Condor cup & Bulgarian Taekwondo Federation 16th of June 2018
Contest/Competition Rules
I. High Jump Kick Breaking
After an approach run, jump high to break the target with foot.
❍ Contest Method : Cut-Off
❍ Contest Time : 20 seconds or less
❍ Compulsory regulations
1. The contestant shall apply the desired target height before the contest.
2. The contestant shall apply for the height in 5cm increments when applying for the challenge distance.
3. The breaking targets shall be those authorized by Organization Committee.
4. Breaking shall be done within 20 seconds after the “Si-Jak“ command.
5. The approach run should be within 7m.
❍ Technical Regulations
1. After breaking the set target, the contestant can set a higher target. The contestant gets two chances
to break the next target in addition to the initial challenge.
2. After succeeding in the first breaking, the height of the second or third challenge may be set according
to the participant’s own judgment. However, the participant may not conduct third challenge without
conducting the second one.
3. The finalist can try to make the best record, regardless of times.
❍ Penalty Regulations(warning, deduction, and disqualification)
1. Penalties are given by the referees.
2. The regulated penalties are warning, deduction, and disqualification.
A. One “Gyong-go”(warning) is not effective.
B. Two “Gyong-go”(warning) are equal to a 1 “Gam-jeom”(deduction)
C. One Gam-jeom”(deduction) is equal to 1.0 point deduction, and it is equal to increasing the target
height by 10 cm.
3. Penalties are given to the following acts:
A. Giving deliberate verbal attacks or movements for disturbing other contestant’s breaking
B. Interfere the judges or the staffs to proceed during the competition
C. Exceeding the contest time(1.0 point deduction per 10 seconds, and 1.0 point deduction is equal to
increasing the target height by 10 cm)
D. Referees can give deduction penalties when the abovementioned acts are repeated slightly after
warning; or when the abovementioned acts are conducted deliberately and clearly after warning.
4. Penalties shall be applied only during the target breaking competition.
5. Penalty points shall be deducted from the contestant’s total score.
❍ Disqualification Regulations
1. when any parts of the body above the knees touch the ground after breaking(placing hand allowed)
2. If the contestant breaks the target with an unapproved technique
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3. Entering the competition in the name of others
❍ Decision and Declaration of Winner
1. The contestant is disqualified if he/she failed to break the set target.
2. The contestant’s record will remain at the highest target that he/she manages to break.
3. If the height is the same between the participant who had succeeded in the first challenge and failed
in the second challenge, and the participant who had succeeded in the second challenge and failed
in the third challenge, then one more opportunity for a challenge will be given to decide the winner.
4. The contestant with the highest record is declared as the winner.
5. In case of a tie, the contestants shall conduct contest once more. In case of a tie again, the contestant
with shorter height is declared as the winner.

II.Long Jump Kick Breaking
It is to break the target beyond the obstacle from distance using jump side kick technique after an
approach run. The result is recorded by the farthest distance.
1. Competition method : Cut-off
2. Competition time : 20 seconds or less
3. Compulsory regulations
A. The contestant shall request the desired target distance before the contest.
B. The distance is set by 10 cm.(For example, registering 275 cm or 278 cm is not allowed.
Distance of minimum units of 10 cm, such as 280 cm or 290 cm, is the only allowed target distance.)
C. The breaking targets shall be authorized by the Organization Committee.
D. The breaking shall be tried only once and be conducted within 20 seconds after the “Si-Jak“ command.
E. The approach run should be shorter than 12m.
4. Technical regulations
A. After breaking the set target, the contestant may set a farther target. The contestant gets two chances
to break the target in addition to the initial broken target.
B. The height of the obstacle shall be specified in the Hanmadang competition outline.
C. The finalist may try to make the best record, regardless of times
5. Penalty(warning("Gyong-go"), deduction("Gam-jeom"), and disqualification("Sil-gyouk")
A. Penalties are given by the referee.
B. The penalties are warning("Gyong-go"), deduction("Gam-jeom"), and disqualification("Sil-gyouk").
1) One warning is not effective.
2) Two warning penalties are equal to one deduction.
3) One deduction penalty is equal to 1.0 point deduction, and it s equal to the target distance of 10 cm.
C. Warning or deduction is given to the following acts
1) Giving deliberate verbal attacks or movements for disturbing other contestants' breaking
2) Disturbing the referee or the staffs to proceed during the competition
3) Exceeding the time(1.0 point deduction per 10 seconds, and a 1.0 point deduction is equal to the target
distance of 10 cm.)
4) Referees can give deduction penalties when the abovementioned acts are repeated slightly after
warning; or when the abovementioned acts are conducted deliberately and clearly after warning.
D. Penalty points shall be deducted from the participant's total score.
6. Disqualification("Sil-gyouk") regulations
A. When the obstacle or horizontal bar falls or drops down.
B. When any parts of the body above the knees touch the ground after breaking(placing hands are allowed)
C. When a Foot touches the ground before breaking
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D. Entering the contest in the name of others
7. Publication of scores
A. Judges will report the scoring result to the referee.
B. The referee checks the scoring result and immediately announces it.
8. Decision and declaration of a winner
A. Contestants who fails to break at the registered target distance will be disqualified.
B. If a contestant fails in the second or third round, the height that he or she succeeds in the previous
round will be marked as his or her highest record.
C. The contestant with the longest record is declared as the winner.
D. In case of a tie, the contestants shall compete with each other once more. In case of a tie again,
the contestant with shorter height is declared as the winner.

III- Side Kick / Back Kick Breaking
The side kick / back kick breaking technique should follow the description in the Kukkiwon textbook.
It means that the contestant breaks the targets, which set by breaking holders with a certain height,
using a foot blade or heel of a foot. The height of the breaking holder may be adjusted within the
appointed standard.
❍ Competition Method : Cut-off
❍ Competition Time : 20 seconds or less
❍ Compulsory Regulations
1. Contestants must decide the number of breaking targets and request them while waiting for an event.
2. The breaking targets must be authorized by the organizing committee.
3. Breaking is conducted only once and must be done within 20 seconds after the “Si-Jak“ command.
4. The foot can not be covered by bandages or any other materials.
5. Side kick breaking must be done with the sole of the foot, the outer part of the foot,
or the heel of the foot.
6. The height of the breaking materials must be higher than the contestant’s waist.
❍ Technical Regulations
1. Contestants may use the application technique, which is to lift the stepping foot off the ground.
2. The contestant may use a shuffle step or less than two steps forward prior to the kicking.
❍ Penalty(Warning, Deduction, and Disqualification)
1. Penalties are given by the referees.
2. The penalties are warning, deduction, and disqualification.
A. One warning penalty is equal to a 0.5 point deduction.
B. Two warning penalties are equal to a 1 deduction.
C. One deduction penalty is equal to 1.0 point deduction, and it is equal to one breaking target.
3. Penalty is given to the following acts
A. Giving deliberate verbal attacks or movements for disturbing other contestant’s breaking.
B. Interfere the judges or the staffs to proceed during the competition
C. Damaging the breaking target before hitting the target
D. Exceeding the competition time (1.0 point deduction per 10 seconds, and a one point
deduction is equal to one breaking target)
E. The referee can declare a point deduction if the contestant repeated a minor act of the above
article A, B, and C after receive the warning penalty, or commit such acts intentionally.
F. When the compulsory regulation is violated.
4. Penalty points shall be deducted from the participant's total score.
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5. Disqualification is given to the following acts
A. when any parts of the body above the knees touch the ground after breaking
B. Breaking in an unfair manner
❍ Decision and Declaration of Winner
1. The winner has the highest number of broken targets.
2. The winner will be decided by someone who requested for more breaking targets in case of a tie score.
3. If the abovementioned article 2 does not determine a winner, the winner shall be the one who weighs less.
4. Any contestant who fails to break the target is disqualified for the final round, and will be excluded from
a rank in the final round.

2. Qualifications and Age Classifications
❍ Classifications
Eligible participants’ age is as follows. Age is counted by birth year.
Division

Category

Age Limit(BirthYear)

Children-I

8,9 years

Born 2010-2009

Children-II

10,11 years

Born 2008-2007

Individual

Cadets
12-14 years
Born 2006 - 2004
Juniors
15-17 years
Born 2003- 2001
Seniors
(+18 years )
Born Before 2000
* The participant’s age is counted by year(2018) not by month. For instance, individual
Cadets(–14 years) refers to contestants whose ages are between 12 and 14 years. If
the competition is held in the middle of Jun 2018, contestants who were born between
January 1, 2006, and December 31, 2004, are qualified to participate in this division.
* Foreign contestants shall use their passports to prove their age.

3. Contest/Competition Method

❍ Cut-off
* It will be a cut-off method with preliminary round and final round. Depending on
the results of the preliminary round, 10 participants or less who made it through the preliminaries
may proceed to the finals.
* Tied contestants are decided according to the results of the preliminaries
and are to proceed to the finals.
* The Organizing Committee will adjust and notify the number of finalists
during the events depending on the number of participants and the contest conditions.
❍ Tournaments
* The electronic draw method is used to decide the matches, and the competitions
will be held according to the Tournament Match Table.
* Every round, the loser will be eliminated and the winners take on each other until
the final winner is decided.
❍ It will be recognized as the official record if there are 4 participants or more in each category.
However, the record will not be recognized as an official record in case there are less than 4
participants in each category, but the contest/competition will be conducted and awarded.
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4. Uniform
❍ Uniform is restricted to the official uniform(Dobok) approved by the Kukkiwon.

5.Breaking Targets and Breaking board holder
Approved breaking targets are as follows:
Categories
Breaking Targets
Size(Width × Length × Thickness)
Bord Target
**30 × 22 × 0.9 cm
High Jump Kick
Bord
Target
**30 × 22 × 0.9 cm
long Jump kick Breaking
Pine board
30 × 22 × 1.8 cm
Side kick Breaking
Pine board
30 × 22 × 1.8 cm
Back kick Breaking
* All breaking targets will be provided by the Organizing Committee. The same targets are
used in both the preliminary and final rounds. The Committee will not supply any other
targets other than those stated above. Contestants who wish to use extra breaking
targets must prepare them in advance and have them approved by the Organizing Committee.
❍ Breaking board holder that satisfy the given standards shall be used for
side / back kick breaking, high jump Kick breaking, and long jump kick breaking.
**- For High jump kick and Long jump kick no need wooden bord . Stand breaking and holder bord have
a constant target that moves after kicking.

6. Awards
❍ Each event has one first placer or team, one second placer or team, and two third
placers or teams.
❍ Award details
1. Individual
· First Place(1 person) : Certificate, gold medal
· Second Place(1 person) : Certificate, silver medal
· Third Place(2 people) : Certificate, bronze medal

7. Registration
❍ Application Form Distribution
Download “Application Form” from the Outline PDF file.

Long Jump Kick Breaking
Long Jump Kick Obstacle and Breaking Target Height
Category

Obstacle Starting Height

Obstacle End
Height

Breaking Target
Height

Children I(-10years) (M, F)

40cm

50cm

120cm

Children II(-10years)(M,F)

40cm

50cm

140cm

Cadet(-14 years) (M)

40cm

60cm

160cm

Cadet (-14 years) (F)

40cm

50cm

150cm

Junior (-17 years)(M)

40cm

70cm

170cm

Junior (-17 years)(F)

40cm

50cm

160cm

Senior (+18)(M)

40cm

70cm

170cm

Senior (+18) (F)

40cm

50cm

160cm
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Receipt No.

BULGARIAN TAEKWONDO FEDERATION - WT

INTERNATIONAL TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIP
1st Condor cup & Bulgarian Taekwondo Federation 16th of June 2018
■ General Information
Name of Team
Representative
Phone No.
E-mail

Fax

Address
■ Total Number of Participants
Executive
Children I
High Jump Kick
long Jump kick
Side kick Breaking
Back kick Breaking

Children II

Cadet

Contestant
Total
(Male:
■ Flight Schedule(* Overseas Teams Only)
Arrival
Flight No.
Departure
Flight No.

Junior

/ Female:

Senior

)

Airport
Airport

■ Participating Events
Division

Event

No. of
participants

Entry fee

Note

High Jump Kick Breaking
Individual :
30
euro/each

long Jump kick Breaking
Individual

Side kick Breaking
Back kick Breaking

I hereby submit my application to attend the 2018 International Taekwondo Championship, 1st Condor cup.
Date/ / /
Name of team:
Representative: (Signature)
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Receipt No.
BULGARIAN TAEKWONDO FEDERATION - WT

INTERNATIONAL TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIP
1st Condor cup & Bulgarian Taekwondo Federation 16th of June 2018

Record Contest Application
■ Name of team :
■ Events : □ High Jump Kick / □ Long Jump Kick / □ Side kick /□ Back kick
■ Division of Age(* Please tick where appropriate.)
Children I
(-10years)
8-9 years

Children II
(-11years)
10-11 years

Cadet
(-14 years)
12–14 years

Junior
(-17 years)
15-17 years

Senior
(+18 years)
Over 18 years

(2009-2010)

(2007-2008)

(2004-2006)

(2003-2001)

(-2000)

□

□

□(+18)years

□

■ List of Contestants

No.

Name

sex

Dan/ Poom / Dan/ Poom
Gup
No.

Note (Age Category)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
I hereby submit my application to attend the 2018 International Taekwondo Championship, 1st Condor cup.
Date/ / /
Name of team:
Representative: (Signature)
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Children I
(-10years)

Part
Event

8-9 years (2009- 10-11 years
2010)

High Jump
Kick Breaking
Long Jump
Kick Breaking

Children II
11years)

M
F
M
F

(2007-2008)

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

M
Side kick Breaking

F
M

Back Kick Breaking

F
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(- Cadet
(-14 years)
12–14 years

15-17 years

Senior
(+18 years)
Over 18
years
(-

(2004-2006)

(2003-2001)

2000)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Junior
(-17 years)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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mine a winner, the winner shall be the one who weighs less.
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